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A Father's Promise Donna L. Hess 1987 "Designed for use with Reading for Christian
schools 6 and for the reading enjoyment of children of comparable ages."
Proofreading, Revising & Editing Skills Success in 20 Minutes a Day Brady Smith
2003 This comprehensive guide will prepare candidates for the test in all 50 states.
It includes four complete practice exams, a real estate refresher course and
complete math review, as well as a real estate terms glossary with over 900 terms,
and expert test-prep tips.
Every Living Thing Cynthia Rylant 2011-02-22 Here are twelve deeply moving short
stories from the perceptive pen of Cynthia Rylant. Each captures the moment when
someone's life changes -- when an animal causes a human being to see things in a
different way, and, perhaps, changes his life.
The Love of My Life Rosie Walsh 2022-06-23 From the bestselling author of The Man
Who Didn't Call, The Love of My Life is a story about what happens when you discover
the person you trust most in the world isn't who they say they are . . .
Twenty and Ten Claire Huchet Bishop 1984-01-01 Twenty school children hide ten
Jewish children from the Nazis during the occupation of France during World War II.
The Spider's Web Laura E. Williams 1999 Lexi's unhappy home life with an alcoholic
mother drives her to join a neo-Nazi group, but eventually she discovers that her
new friends thrive on hatred and destruction.
Mischling, Second Degree Ilse Koehn 1989-04-01 Growing up in Nazi Germany - Hitler
Youth - Hitler Youth - Hitler Youth_
Middle School Blues Lou Kassem 1987-09 Twelve-year-old Cindy begins seventh grade
with a certain amount of apprehension, but discovers that her new friends and
experiences are thoroughly enjoyable.
The Mystery of the Missing Tiger Laura E. Williams 2002-07 When the circus tiger
disappears on the day of its first performance in Mystic, Maine, Jen and Zeke are
sure that it has been stolen and set out to investigate who took it and where it's
hidden.
Behind the Bedroom Wall Laura E. Williams 2010-09-01 It's 1942. Thirteen-year-old
Korinna Rehme is an active member of her local Jungmadel, a Nazi youth group, along
with many of her friends. She believes that Hitler is helping Germany by instituting
a program to deal with what he calls the "Jewish problem," a program that she
witnesses as her Jewish neighbors are attacked and taken from their homes. Korinna's
parents, however, are members of a secret underground group providing a means of
escape to the Jews of their city. Korinna is shocked to discover that they are
hiding a refugee family behind the wall of her bedroom. But as she comes to know the
family, her sympathies begin to turn. When someone tips off the Gestapo, loyalties
are put to the test and Korinna must decide what she really believes and whom she

really trusts. Filled with adventure, Behind the Bedroom Wall helps readers
understand the forces that drove so many to turn on their neighbors and the courage
that allowed some to resist.
The Mystery of the Dark Lighthouse Laura E. Williams 2002-02-01 After Jen and Zeke
see a girl disappear into thin air at the Mystic Lighthouse, they attempt to prove
that it is haunted, unaware that one of the guests at their aunt's bed-and-breakfast
will do anything to know what the twins learn.
The Ocean Within V. M. Caldwell 2008-07-10 When Elizabeth, an eleven-year-old
foster child, is adopted by the boisterous, openly affectionate Sheridan family, it
is Grandma who decides to use a fresh approach in trying to help her connect with
her new family.
Jacob's Rescue Malka Drucker 1994-07-01 In answer to his daughter's questions, a
man recalls the terrifying years of his childhood, when a brave Polish couple, Alex
and Mela Roslan, hid him and other Jewish children from the Nazis. Based on a true
story.
The Endless Steppe Esther Hautzig 1995-05-12 Exiled to Siberia In June 1942, the
Rudomin family is arrested by the Russians. They are "capitalists -- enemies of the
people." Forced from their home and friends in Vilna, Poland, they are herded into
crowded cattle cars. Their destination: the endless steppe of Siberia. For five
years, Ester and her family live in exile, weeding potato fields and working in the
mines, struggling for enough food and clothing to stay alive. Only the strength of
family sustains them and gives them hope for the future.
A Mother to Embarrass Me Carol Lynch Williams 2008-12-18 Now that Laura is 12 years
old, she realizes that everything about her mother is totally embarrassing. Like the
way she yodels at the top of her lungs while she works (okay, she calls it singing).
And plays really old music so loud the neighbors can hear (can’t she listen to
normal music?). And walks around in clay-covered pajamas (yes, she is a sculptor,
but still . . . ). But things are about to get much, much worse. Laura has noticed
that her mother is getting a little bit, well, fat. Then one night over dinner (at a
restaurant, since she almost burned down the house trying to cook), her mother
announces that she’s going to have a baby. Now all the neighbors, including the
gorgeous boy Laura has a crush on, will know her parents have been doing it. Maybe
even in the house! There must be some way Laura can change her mother before her own
life is completely, utterly ruined!
Hildegarde's Holiday Laura Elizabeth Howe Richards 1891
Slant Laura E. Williams 2008-09-01 Thirteen-year-old Lauren, a Korean American
adoptee, is best friends with the prettiest — and tallest — girl in the school,
Julie, who has an endless amount of confidence. Lauren, on the other hand, has been
saving for years to pay for a special eye surgery that will deepen the crease of her
eyelids. It's not that she wants to look like everyone else in her suburban
Connecticut school; she'd just be happy if kids stopped calling her "slant" and
"gook." Up until now she's been able to ignore the insults, but when the cutest boy
in her class calls her "slant," she realizes she needs to do something about her
"nickname." When she convinces her reluctant father to consent to the eye operation,
Lauren suddenly finds herself faced with a challenge: should she get the operation
that might make her more confident and popular, or can she find that confidence
within herself? Laura Williams' sensitive, beautifully written story offers a
powerful lesson to young readers whose self-esteem depends too much on how they
look.
Charlie and Me Mark Lowery 2018-08-28 How far would you go to say goodbye? Martin
and Charlie are journeying 421 miles across England to find out, but are they
prepared for what they find when they get there? Thirteen-year-old Martin and his
younger brother Charlie are on a very special journey. They're traveling 421 miles
all the way from Preston in northern England to the very tip of Cornwall in the
southwest. By train, bus, and taxi, they are determined to get there to catch a

glimpse of the dolphin that regularly visits the harbor and made last year's family
vacation so special. But is that the only reason they are going? Mom stays in bed
all day and Dad is always at work. Martin is doing his best to be a good big
brother, but Martin must come to terms with why he and Charlie are making the
journey to Cornwall in the first place. Charlie and Me is an unforgettable novel
that is funny, adventurous, and heartbreaking.
The Kid Who Ran for President Dan Gutman 2012-06-01 Just in time for election
season, Dan Gutman's hugely popular THE KID WHO RAN FOR PRESIDENT is back. Humor,
adventure, and excitement will draw kids into the world of elections and
politics."Hi! My name is Judson Moon. I'm 12 years old and I'm running for President
of the YOU-nited States."So begins this fast-paced, funny, and surprising account of
a boy's run for the Oval Office in the year 2000. Under the tutelage of Lane, his
brainy friend and self-appointed campaign manager, the affable sixth-grader from
Madison, Wisconsin, takes on the Democrats and Republicans as a Third Party
candidate who can make waves. "Grown-ups have had the last one thousand years to
mess up the world," Judd tells a reporter. "Now it's our turn."
From Hinton to Hamlet Sarah K. Herz 2005 Uses thematic groupings built around
recent young adult literature as bridges to the classics. This second edition has
been revised by more than 60% and expanded. It continues to emphasize the goal of
helping teenagers become lifelong readers, as well as critical and confident
readers.
The Island on Bird Street Uri Orlev 1984 A novel about the experiences of a Jewish
boy and his father during the Holocaust in Poland.
The Ghost Stallion Laura E. Williams 2016-07-05 I didn't have no hope of seeing the
ghost stallion but I looked anyway. 'Course he wasn't really a ghost. He was flesh
and bone, with blood running through him so wild that nobody tried to break him.
Since Ma ran off, Pa doesn't pay much attention to Mary Elizabeth. Maybe it's
because she doesn't look anything like Pa, with her long black hair and brown eyes.
Or maybe it's because of something that happened a long time ago--before Mary
Elizabeth was born. Either way, she plans to run away and be free--just like her ma,
and just like the mysterious ghost stallion she watches for every night. But then a
stranger comes to town, and Mary Elizabeth finds that nothing is what it seems to
be. This beautifully crafted novel explores a young girl's struggle to find the
truth behind her past and the courage to save her crumbling family. In lyrical
prose, Laura E. Williams paints an intimate portrait of a daughter desperately
trying to find a place for herself in her father's damaged heart.
Yellow Star Jennifer Rozines Roy 2009-01 In 1939, the Germans invaded the town of
Lodz, Poland, and moved the Jewish population into a small part of the city called a
ghetto. As the war progressed, 270,000 people were forced to settle in the ghetto
under impossible conditions. At the end of the war, there were 800 survivors. Of
those who survived, only twelve were children. This is the story of Sylvia
Perlmutter, one of the twelve.
Night Flight Gerald Hausman 1996 During the summer of 1957 when both their dogs are
poisoned, twelve-year-old Jeff must come to terms with his own Jewish identity and
with his best friend's brutality and prejudice.
Unexpected Laura E. Williams 2005 Presents a collection of creepy, mind-bending
stories including "Baby from Outer Space," "Marked for Death," and "The Telltale
Croak."
Torn Thread Anne Isaacs 2000 In an attempt to save his daughter's life, Eva's
father sends her from Poland to a labor camp in Czechoslovakia where she and her
sister, Rachel, are forced to make blankets and uniforms for the German army.
The Sixth-grade Mutants Meet the Slime Laura E. Williams 1997 Endowed with special
mutant powers after a science experiment goes wrong, seven sixth graders eventually
realize the benefits of being mutants, especially when a slimeball rampages their
town. Original.

Behind the Bedroom Wall Laura E. Williams 2008-08-11 Thirteen-year-old Korinna must
decide whether to report her parents to her Hitler youth group when she discovers
that they are hiding Jews in a secret space behind Korinna's bedroom wall.
The Best Winds Laura E. Williams 2006 Young Jinho does not like to listen to the
boring childhood stories that his grandfather tells, but as the two build a kite
together, Jinho sees the old man in a new light.
The Upstairs Room (Winner of the Newbery Honor) Johanna Reiss 2011-07-13 This
Newbery Honor-winning book shows us that in the steady courage of a young girl lies
a profound strength that can transcend the horrors of war. This is the true story of
a girl's extraordinary survival during the German occupation of Holland of World War
II. Annie was only ten years old, but because she was Jewish, she was forced to
leave her family, her home, and everything she knew. Annie was taken in, far from
home, by complete strangers who risked everything to help her. They showed Annie
where she had to stay - the cramped upstairs room of their farmhouse. She would
remain there while Nazis, who were ever vigilant, patrolled the streets outside. If
Annie made even a sound from upstairs, or if a nosy neighbor caught sight of her in
the window, it would surely mean a death sentence for her and the family that took
her in. Elie Wiesel writes, “This admirable account is as important in every aspect
as the one bequeathed to us by Anne Frank." A Newbery Medal Honor Book, ALA Notable
Book, and winner of the Jewish Book Council Children’s Book Award. Be sure to read
the moving sequel "The Journey Back" by Johanna Reiss.
Caleb Williams William Godwin 2021-05 This book has been considered important
throughout the human history, and so that this work is never forgotten we have made
efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for present
and future generations. This whole book has been reformatted, retyped and designed.
These books are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence the text
is clear and readable.
Up a Creek Laura E. Williams 2016-07-05 A thoughtful coming-of-age novel about a
young woman struggling to connect with her eccentric mother. "I picked up my poster,
raising it so everyone could see that if they chopped down these old oak trees,
they'd be killing the South as well. I held it high like I meant it, and I walked
around Oak Square forty-six more times that day, till all that was left of the sun
was a buttery smear in the sky." Miracle Bott's activism is a constant embarrassment
to her thirteen year old daughter, Starshine. Why does Miracle spend all her time
fighting causes? And how can Starshine's grandmother remain so supportive? After
all, the 60's were a long time ago. First Miracle tries to save the whales, then the
ozone layer, and now it's the old oak trees in the town square. But when Miracle
decides to protect one of the oaks by living in it, she may have gone too far--too
far for the mayor, the community, and especially her daughter. Now Starshine must
find a way to make Miracle come down from the tree before their relationship becomes
a lost cause. In her warm, evocative style, Laura Williams explores the
relationships between three generations of women struggling to find connections.
Waiting for the Queen Joanna Higgins 2013-08-19 Two girls—one a Pennsylvania
Quaker, the other a refugee from the French Revolution—form an unlikely friendship
in this “rewarding” novel (School Library Journal). Fifteen-year-old Eugenie de La
Roque and her family have barely escaped the French Revolution with their lives.
Along with several other noble families, they sail to America, where an area that
would come to be known as French Azilum is being carved out of the rugged
Pennsylvania wilderness. Hannah Kimbrell is a young Quaker who’s been chosen to help
prepare French Azilum for the arrival of the aristocrats. In this wild place away
from home, Eugenie and Hannah seem a mismatched pair—but find more in common than
they first realize. With much to learn from each other, the girls unite to help free
several slaves from their tyrannical French owner, a dangerous scheme that requires
personal sacrifice in exchange for the slaves’ freedom. A story of friendship
against all odds, Waiting for the Queen is a loving portrait of the values of a

young America, and a reminder that true nobility is more than a royal title. “Based
on the true story of a group of families who sought asylum in Pennsylvania, this
title vividly captures the hardships faced by the teen and her parents as they
adjust to a life without luxuries . . . Eugenie’s growth as she begins to understand
what is really important to her is beautifully and convincingly portrayed.” —School
Library Journal “The story shifts between Hannah and Eugenie’s well-developed and
distinct perspectives, both of which strongly reflect their respective upbringings
and cultures. A meticulously detailed work of historical fiction about the
challenges of the new and unfamiliar, and about looking beyond oneself toward the
greater good.” —Publishers Weekly
The Texture of Memory James Edward Young 1994-01-01 Dotyczy m. in. Polski.
Rose Faces the Music L. E. Williams 2000-01-01 Five young girls prove that they can
do and be anything -- anywhere!
The Can Man Laura E. Williams 2017-09 To earn money, a young boy decides to collect
and redeem empty soft drink cans, but ends up giving away his money to help a local
homeless man.
These Happy Golden Years Laura Ingalls Wilder 2016-03-08 The eighth book in Laura
Ingalls Wilder's treasured Little House series, and the recipient of a Newbery
Honor—now available as an ebook! This digital version features Garth Williams's
classic illustrations, which appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and
in rich black-and-white on all other devices. Fifteen-year-old Laura lives apart
from her family for the first time, teaching school in a claim shanty twelve miles
from home. She is very homesick, but she knows that her earnings can help pay for
her sister Mary's tuition at the college for the blind. Only one thing gets her
through the lonely weeks—every weekend, Almanzo Wilder arrives at the school to take
Laura home for a visit. Friendship soon turns to love for Laura and Almanzo. The
nine Little House books are inspired by Laura's own childhood and have been
cherished by generations of readers as both a unique glimpse into America's frontier
history and as heartwarming, unforgettable stories.
The Executioner's Daughter Laura E. Williams 2016-07-05 The riveting tale of an
executioner's daughter who struggles to find a different path in life Born into the
family of an executioner, Lily has always been sheltered by her mother from the
horrors of her father's occupation. But when her ailing mother takes a turn for the
worse, Lily is suddenly thrust into the paralyzing role of executioner's assistant.
Aside from preparing healing concoctions for the suffering and maimed, Lily must now
accompany her father at the town executions, something she has never done before.
Though she loves her father, the emotional burden of his disturbing profession is
just too much for her to bear. Lily must find a way to change her destiny, no matter
the consequences. Set in medieval England, this well-researched and beautifully
written novel tells the story of one girl's fight to rise above her fate.
The Isle of Youth Laura van den Berg 2013-11-05 "Beautiful, strange, and
compulsively readable stories from an already-celebrated young writer"-Love Affairs with Houses Bunny Williams 2019-04-16 “Her commentary on the origins,
allure, and challenges of each home reads like liner notes to a favorite album . . .
she is in a class all her own.” —Flower In this story-filled monograph, Bunny
Williams presents new work through 15 houses she has decorated and loved. She tells
the tale of each “affair,” tracing the style of the spaces, what drew her to the
projects, and her approach to decor that evolves with the lives of her clients. She
offers personal secrets for choosing classics—and for decorating with flexible
pieces that can play more than one role in a design scheme. Along the way, she
offers many amazingly chic, but always comfortable, residences whose interiors she
has designed during the latest phase of her astounding career. As Bunny tells it,
“The best pieces have the best stories,” and in this book, she shows readers a fresh
collection of projects that demonstrate just that. “A must-have addition to any
interior design enthusiast’s library.” —The Glam Pad
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